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The world's most entertaining and informative pricelist 
of the eighteenth century British token series! 

t2'ae,p., 

~ e d/l' on de d!: &/l' inion 

How do hairlines occur? Are they the result of striking? Do they ruin the collectibility of a token?" 
D.W.,Maine 

Hairlines are a post-striking human impairment, and thus. do not occur during striking. 
Hairlines are seen in varying degrees of intensity; the more proof-like a coin, the more 
susceptible. "A hairline or two" can occur from wiping· off a piece of lint with a :fingertip; 
"light hairlines" might result from sliding a coin on a velvet pad; "heavier hairlines" are the 
consequence of too much elbow grease applied by amateur coin doctors in their misguided 
attempts at improvement. Many people detest hairlines; others cannot see them at all. Our 
grading is guided by surface quality; impairment by hairlines, or any other sort of 
mistreatment, makes for a lower grade and a lower price. Whether hairlines ruin the 
collectibility of anything depends on personal preference. However, it's important that 
hairlines always be considered in the price. 

Die polish, a frequent occurrence of the coining process, is often confused with hairlines. Die 
polish is a "diagnostic" (multiple coins having the exact same appearance). It will appear as 
raised lines which go up to the edge of a figure or device on a coin, but generally does not 
cross over the image. Hairlines "know no boundaries." How to recognize hairlines, and 
distinguish them from die polish, is a most valuable asset for anyone purchasing numismatic 
items. 

I don't know what to pay for tokens. There's no up to date price guide. Are you ever going to write one? 
D.L, Pennsylvania 

We've been asked this question many times and are finally considering writing such a guide. 
Through the years we've bought and sold over 30,000 tokens, so we believe we have the 
experience. We'd like to know if the CTCC membership would be supportive of this 
endeavour. Do you think a price guide is a good idea? Should it be all inclusive, or follow 
the R. C. Bell books (i.e., one volume for Commercial Coins, one for Tradesman's Tickets 
and Private Tokens, etc)? Please write, call, or e-mail and let us know·your thoughts. 

BUY- SELL -TRADE - WANT LISTS FILLED - CONSIGNMENTS 
ACCURATE DESCRIPTIONS - CONSERVATIVE GRADING 

WE BUY TOKENS! ONE PIECE OR ENTIRE COLLECTIONS! 

Jerry & Sharon Bobbe 
PO Box 25817 Portland, Oregon 97298-0817 

503-626-1075 FAX 503-350-2320 
e-mail: sharon.bobbe@gte.net 
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• = Our November 13, 1999 Auction Sale will feature 

eiassic Works on ~nglish Tokens 

INCLUDING 

Thomas Sharp's 1834 Catalogue of the Chetwynd Collection 
• • The 1916 Pye/Waters Work - one of only 23 copies issued 
= Arthur Waters' annotated 1889 James Atkins Token Work 
= Seven different R. C. Bell Titles • 
~ . 
;. A fine, annotated original set of Dalton & Hamer = 
= Copy No. 1 of Davis & Waters' Tickets and Passes = 
= Birchall, Pye 1795 & 1801, Waters Middlesex & South London, etc. = 
~ Classic sales: Hamer, Cokayne, Longman, Tatton, et al. ~ 

i Catalogue: $10.00 i 
• • 
= = 
= AI.SO FEATURED ARE = 
= A comprehensive British numismatic library = • • • A fine Latin American library featuring many extremely rare titles • 
= An extensive selection of works on Ancient Numismatics = 

~=.= ~ : Rare Works on American Numismatics "' 

111 Antiquarian Numismatic Books = 

I I 
= CiEeH.CiE flin)f:JUeK KeLllE = 
= fine Rumi~matic :Book~ = 
= P. 0. Drawer 3100 • Crestline, CA 92325 ~ 
~ Tel: (909) 338-6527 • Fax: (909) 338-6980 = 
; email: numislit@compuserve.com • web site: www.numislit.com = 

·----------------------------------------------------------· 
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Introduction 

About the Cover: This issue is dedicated to Wayne Anderson. The poem was e-mailed 
to me by Sharon Bobbe as we tried to help each other through this difficult time. It 
helped me to make some sense of all of this, and I hope it helps you. You may wonder 
about the significance of the bookmark. Wayne's wife, Linda, had placed many things 
dear to Wayne in his casket. There were family pictures. a cigar in his breast pocket, a 
small knife, and assorted other items of significance. I did not, however see a token. I 
sentimentally thought he might need a half-penny fare to cross the River Styx, so I placed 
a Lady Godiva token beside Wayne at his funeral. Later, when I visited Linda, she 
showed me the stack of condolences from our members (I was extremely proud of our 
club). She wanted especially to show me the beautiful bookmark from R. Wright CTCC 
323. I was struck by the coincidence that it depicted Coventry and Lady Godiva. I'm not 
sure what it means, but I felt that it seemed right to include it on our cover. 

Officer Elections and By-laws: The issue of officers and the need for club by-laws 
arose at the Chicago ANA CTCC annual meeting (see Sharon Bobbe's notes for a 
complete summary of the meeting). It was agreed that we should have a President who 
will deal with all membership related matters, an Editor who will be responsible for the 
Journal, a Treasurer who will handle finances and advertising, and two Vice-Presidents, 
one American, one International. Together these five will form a Board of Governors 
which will be responsible for major club decisions. 

Nominations I volunteers need to be sent to me by November 25. Ballots will be 
included in the December issue. Votes will be tallied January 25,_ 1999. Officers will 
be announced in the March issue. Contact me if you have any questions. 

This on-the-spot leadership structure points out the need for formal by-laws. Phil 
Flanagan, Pete Smith, Jim Wahl, and Dean Welch volunteered to fonn a by-law 
committee. Formal by-laws are also needed to incorporate. 

Incorporation and Tax Exempt Status: Wayne had consulted with an attorney to 
determine if we need to officially incorporate. The major consideration is this: although 
unlikely, if the club were to be found liable for monetary damages for any reason (liable 
or whatever) and the award exceeds the club's assets, then members could be held 
individually responsible for the remainder. The advance work has already been done and 
it now only requires that a form be submitted with a small fee ($50-$60), so it was agreed 
that we should go ahead and complete the process. 

Tax-exempt status is needed as we have the happy problem of being financially sound. 
Largely due to our faithful advertisers, we have a rather healthy bank account (See Joel's 
financial summary). I have been advised by the attorney that Wayne had engaged that 
should our assets reach $10,000, we will attract the attention of the IRS. For that reason, 
we will need to get the process underway. 



Notice to UK Members: Checks for CTCC dues payable in sterling should be made out 
to Allan Davisson. Please mail all checks, though, to Joel Spingam PO Box 782, 
Georgetown, CT 06829 USA. Thank You. 

Anderson Sale: Wayne's extensive and choice collection of tokens and literature will be 
catalogued and auctioned by Allan Davisson sometime this spring. I will update 
information as it becomes known. 

Silver Tokens: Fifty silver tokens were struck with a proof finish. They come in a 
protective plastic capsule and a plush presentation case. They are priced at $25 post 
paid. At this point only 24 have been sold. Personally I think this is almost criminal! 
These tokens are beautiful, rare and a tremendous buy at $25. Contact me to order yours. 

Reflections on Wayne: This issue has been very difficult for me personally. Wayne was 
a good friend and I spent a lot of time with him during his illness. He was determined to 
fight the cancer and win. Despite what I knew were long odds, his courage convinced me 
that he would beat it. Being near Wayne, I became the conduit of information for many 
people. I reported his condition, but then encouraged each correspondent to hold out 
hope - Wayne would win. Of course, he did not. Somehow though, despite the grief of 
his loss, there are good things, too, that have resulted. 

Those near him learned what courage really means as he continued working and carrying 
on the activities of a normal life to within only a few hours before passing into his final 
coma. He did not bemoan the injustice of being stricken with this horrible disease in the 
prime of life. Nor did he complain of the physically grueling regimen of treatments he 
underwent in the effort to live. 

Many ofus who were really just acquaintances before Wayne's illness have become good 
friends. We were in contact constantly for the latest information. We tried to pick each 
others spirits up as faith would lag. We spoke of spiritual matters and friendship and 
many other things much more important than the pursuit of little pieces of copper. I have 
come to realize that this was the last and greatest gift that Wayne has given us. He drew 
us together, he taught us to cherish our friends more deeply, he helped us to understand 
what is really important in a little group like ours. It is the fellowship derived from 
common interests, the actual tokens ( or whatever it may be) are only secondary. 
Someone described Wayne as "a builder" to me - I understand now what was meant by 
that. 

Wayne built the CTCC on a solid foundation, he has left us a road map for a bright future 
and leaves an inspirational legacy to light our way. The CTCC will not only survive, but 
it will thrive. What could be a more fitting memorial to it's founder? 

HDW 
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FROM THE DESK OF 

MRS. WAYNE ANDERSON 

1999 

,,,,_:Oear Members of The "Conder" Token Collectors Journal, 

I would like to extend my deepest appreciation to everyone who sent their love and 
,,_~,. ,support to Wayne this year. You cannot begin to imagine how wonderful it made him 
'~<<;,ii,,;,\,feel to receive the cards, faxes, phone calls and letters. These brightened his days and 
1" renewed his hope for a more positive conclusion of what was to be his final trial and 

tribulation. 

It was my good fortune to watch Wayne's vision of the token society becomea reality. 
From laboring over the very first issue in 1996 to finally releasing his child to another in 
.J999, I knew I was observing a truly gifted man at work. His love for tokens came 
$ec<>nd only to his love of family. If he could leave a final thought with you, it would be 
· .:.k~epthe journal alive and thriving by supporting it with your articles. Each time 

~n.~.f~9eived an article it meant his hard work had meaning for, and was appreciated 
· 'i:>th~r m.embers. 

you touched Wayne's life with your caring, in his absence you have also 
,:r,t:ou.cnea mine. The outpouring of condolences has been amazing. Every note came with a 

and a tear. I thank you· all very, very much. 

my heart is full of sorrow and pain at the passing of a brilliant, generous and 
man, I take comfort in knowing many people around the world benefited by 

him either personally or through his writings and collections. He will always be 



REMEMBERING WAYNE ANDERSON 

Harry E. Salyards 

When Wayne Anderson died, on the evening of June 30, the copper collecting community 
lost a quiet star--and I lost a dear friend. As it happens, the news came to me when I was feeling 
particularly estranged from the Mainstream--that whole vast conglomeration of Hype and Hoopla, 
the ungraspable commonplace of billionaires buying out other billionaires; the vast irrelevance of 
our so-called "representative" government; the pseudo-culture of the the pseudo-family, replete 
with its melodrama of pseudo-relationships, as spun out by Hollywood Etcetera. In fact, I was 
watching Gettysburg , to try to imagine a time when men aspired to something more enduring than 
sound bytes and photo ops, when Dick Punchard called me with the word of Wayne's passing. 

And I'm thinking--what a contrast was Wayne! He was genuine. He had a 
Midwesterner's inherent skepticism of All of the Above, a reserve that let you slowly and 
cautiously into his confidence--and a totally disarmed frankness once there. He was comfortably 
well off, but I suspect that he could have had much more money, if money had been the controlling 
force in his life; it wasn't. He had given up his career in banking--it was never going to be bis. 
bank, anyway, and he didn't see any point in sitting around in a suit five days a week making 
somebody else happy--so he decided to be happy himself. Those of you familiar with Garrison 
Keillor's Prairie Home Companion will realize how difficult a decision this must have been, for 
one imbued with the native Minnesotan work ethic! But having made that decision, he never 
looked back. He went through an apparently nasty divorce. He paid his debts, and remained close 
to his children. He continued to do financial consulting work--on his schedule. He remarried 
Linda Rydberg, the love of his life. And he occupied himself with the many collectibles he loved
his coins, his knives, his books, and most of all in recent years, his Conder tokens. 

Their beauty and rarity attracted him--but so did their historical associations. I mean it as a 
compliment when I say that Wayne repeatedly amazed me by the depth and breadth of his historical 
knowledge. Many people in numismatics have disappointed me in the terrible narrowness of their 
perspective; Wayne was the startlingly refreshing opposite. A couple of anecdotes will suffice to 
illustrate this. When I mentioned, apropos of the Middlesex tokens in praise of Thomas Erskine 
(#1010-1013), that Erskine had sacrificed his office of Attorney General to the Prince of Wales to 
defend Thomas Paine in that libel suit over The Rights of Man, as I'd read in Erskine's article in 
the 11th edition Britannica, he'd read it, too--he had his set of that classic encyclopedia in a vertical 
bookcase in the comer of his home office. And when I brought a trio of French crowns from my 
collection to share with him, tangible illustrations of that incredible rush of history contained in 
their changing legends--from 

LUD.XVI.D.G.FR.ET.NAV.REX I SIT NOMEN DOMINI A BENEDICTUM 1789, to 
LOUIS XVI ROI DES FRAN.S:OIS 1792 I REGNE DE LA LOI L' AN 4 DE LALIBERTE, to 

REGNE DE LA LOI 1793 I REPUBLIQUE FRANfOISE L' AN II, 
I brought along my copy of Victor Guilloteau's Monnaies Franfaises, to put them in their 
numismatic context. I needn't have bothered; he already owned a copy. 

Many more memories crowd around me, vying for attention; but I'm left with one in 
particular. When I last visited him at his home in late May, I brought along a group of five key 
Liberty Seated halves which I'd bought in the January Rarities Sale--that was another series he'd 
collected, once--and I knew he'd appreciate seeing them. I also told him how I'd bought the group 
for something like 60% of my aggregate maximum bids. He looked at each of them in tum, 
nodding his approval; and then he said, "you're like me, Harry--you make up your mind to go for 
something, you bid wild and crazy, and it's all right. . .it's all right." 

And now, after all the suffering, he's all right. Characteristic Midwestern understatement. 
God bless you, Wayne. We miss you. 
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Sugar Plums and Anodyne Necklaces 
by 

David S. Brooke 

The coins (Middlesex 258-274) issued by Basil Burchell of Long Acre, "two 
doors from Drury Lane," are curiosities in the field of token coinage. Like those of 
Swainson and Ching (Middlesex 907 and 282) they advertise popular medicines, but a 
considerable number of them are punched with a hole, generally at the same point in the 
design. There are only minor variations in their lettering, and the edges are usually plain, 
though one example is inscribed ''Payable in Dublin or London," and another ''This is not 
a Coin but a Medal." 

Samuels suspected that the pierced tokens were attached to the anodyne necklaces 
they advertised, and Bell suggests this was done in hopes of increasing the necklace's 
efficacy.1 The pierced coins may well have been used in such a way, but the treatise 
which Burchell himself issued (see illustration) indicates they were also attached to the 
necklaces and boxes of sugar plums as a guarantee of their authenticity.2 He reproduces 
an "Exact Copy of the Medal" and notes that "on the outside of every Anodyne Necklace 
and Box of the Medicine for Worms there will be fixed a Medal, the same as described 
above." I suggest that the holes in the coins allowed for this attachment. 

Samuels refers, rather sourly, to Burchell's token as a ''miserable ticket" with a 
"wretched" design; only the lettering is allowed to be "clear and fair." Be that as it may, 
the coin holds considerable interest because of the well-established nostrums it advertises 
and the unique role it apparently played as a ''medal of guarantee." 

The anodyne necklace had flourished for a very long time before the token was 
issued. Bl 1800 it was a "successful, long-lived, and seemingly respectable quack 
remedy." In an essay on advertising in The Idler in 1759, Samuel Johnson observed that: 
''The true pathos of advertisement must have sunk deep into the heart of every man that 
remembers the z.eal shown by the seller of the anodyne necklace, for the ease and safety 
of poor toothing infants, and the affection with which he warned every mother that 'she 
would never forgive herself if her infant should perish without a neck1ace.',4 

The Burchell family was involved in the manufacture of anodyne necklaces over a 
long period. Basil Burchell claimed that Dr. Chamberlen, "celebrated for his skill in 
Infimtine Complaints," recommended the family's necklace in a letter of circa 1715. The 
necklace, he added, was used by George II and his family and ''Mr. Burchell's father also 
had the honour of supplying his late Most Christian Majesty the French King ... " 
Furthermore, "His Excellency the Marquis del Campo, during his Embassy from Spain to 
his Britannic Majesty;purchased two dozen Anodyne Necklaces of Mr. Burchell, for the 
Court of Spain." This puff: and the reference to Dr. Chamberlen, should be taken with a 
large pinch of salt since references to that gentleman and royal patronage were standard 

1 R. Samuels, The Buaar, June 7, 1882. R.C. Bell, Tradesmen's Tickets and Private Token~ 1966, p. 43. 
2 Basil Burchell, Treatise, after 1802 (Wellcome Institute 64640). 8 pages. 
3 Francis Doherty, "The Anodyne Necklace: A Quack Remedy and Its Promotion," Medical History, 34, 
1990, p. 292. 
4 The Idler, no. 40, January 20, 1759, p. 43. Due to its effective promotion, the anodyne necklace was 
widely known. In Oliver Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefielg, 1766, one of the characters remarks, ''I have 
been an usher at a boarding school myself: and may I die by an anodyne necklace. but I had rather be an 
under turnkey at Newgate." 



points of promotion for the necklace. Basil Burchell, however, further included a copy of 
the Royal Warrant of 1792 appointing him "Anodyne Necklace Maker to his Majesty, for 
the Royal Children." The firm remained in business until about 1839, when Burchell is 
listed as "anodyne necklace and worm medicine maker" at the same address in Long 
Acre.5 

In his treatise, Basil Burchell began with a customary "Caution to the Public" 
about the "baneful imitations" of his necklace by "ignorant quacks." He claimed that his 
recipe was unique and prepared in total secrecy: "Three persons, entirely unknown to 
each other, living in different parts of the Metropolis, have always been employed in 
preparing the ingredients which were afterwards according to the written Recipe, mixed 
together, in their exact proportions, by B. Burchell, without the privity or knowledge of 
any other persons whatever." 

He concluded by warning his customers about "an obscure Pretender, who was a 
few years ago a Journeyman Hair-dresser in Long Acre, [ and] offers to the world his 
improved Anodyne Necklaces." All the Burchell medicines were to be signed on the 
Stamp Duty, have the medal attached, and bear the label "Basil Burchell, sole Proprietor 
and Preparer of the Anodyne Necklace to the King for the Royal Children." 

Both the necklace and the sugar plums were apparently pleasant enough physic. 
The ''Sympathetic Necklace ... which no Child will dislike," when warmed by the wearer, 
gave off "a vast swarm of subtle effluvia from the prodigious quantity of alcalious 
sulphur and spirits" with which it was impregnated. These effluvia were supposed to ease 
teething problems, and one wonders if children also chewed on the wooden beads. 
Burchell included with the necklace a free sample of ''Pain-Easing Gum Powder" which 
prepared the gums and was "delightful in taste." 

The "Famous Sugar Plums for Worms," which were boiled sweets rather than 
candied fruit, seem to have been especially popular and, like the necklaces, had a long 
history dating back to the early eighteenth century.6 As Burchell observed, these could be 
eaten "like those prepared at the Confectioner's which renders them the best physic in the 
world for children." They would also be appreciated by "all persons who are averse to 
quantities of Apothecary's draughts, bolusses, pills, etc., which are generally very 
difficult to take, disagreeable in taste, and unfriendly to the stomach." The sugar plums, a 
purgative, were reputed to cure an extraordinary variety of ailments from worms to the 
whooping cough and-if we can believe Mr. Burchell-were enjoyed by a wide range of 
society. "They are now received in most of the Country Medicine Chests, as the Nobility 
and Gentry purchase them for their cottagers and the labouring poor." 

Note: I am especially grateful to Sarah Bakewell of the Wellcome Institute for the 
History of Medicine who provided me with the copy of Basil Burchell's treatise on which 
this essay is largely based. 

5 Pigot's Londm Directory, 1839. 
6 They were advertised in The Female Tatler in 1709. See Doherty, op. ~ p. 274, note 27. 
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vi1ges, .1hat the lnventor·tJf ,the true Anodync ·Neckl11ce w:is 
11 Mtdical Man of emincnice i and that it wu publicly pa. 
uonised by· a l'hylici:in ot 11111 hiRher tepute; and further. 
that it h.u .now, for near a Century, by fuccetding 1te11era
tidns, ot' ,h.e tirft ordtr of focitty in Europt, been u(ed with 
-most com~lete fucc,ss. . . . . . 

.. from rhe abov, narrative of facts, an idea may be formed or 
the danier that will be incurred by mistaking the Original 
House, and how necessar}· it will be to remember che name 

· of the rtal Propri,to~. ! . . · 

N. B. On the outside of every Anodyne Nrckl:ice, an<i Rox of 
the Mrdicine for Worms, 1:>ld by n. BtrNCM&LL, ,here will 

:b1: fixed a Medal, the same II describtd above. Each Packet 
will be ligned on the Stamp Out}', BASIL BUKCH ELL, 
and hne the follo~ing words print,d on I labtl :- .. BASIL 
Du11cHu.1., sole Proprietor and Prepartrof the ANOD'YN&! 
.N &Cit LA ca to 'tt.e K l'Nc; for the Roy AL CH I LD1t&N. ''· · 

· A Short Treutiu on the Ori&in antl E.ff ec/1 of 
Dn. CHAMBERLF.N 's 

ANODYNE · NECKLACE 
'FOlt CHILDREN', TEETH,.' FITS, FEVEI\S, &e. 

T HIS Remedy, the Invention or Dr, T.o,i.n, a Physician 
• ·o·( ,e.pute, haying been by hi• direction used for 1ome 

yt.:arl in his p,ivate Practice in ~CYe11l Familie, of Distinccion, 
in ~tdet to give eas~ to Childien Bree1li11g ind Cutcing . theit 
°1·~;£,ii, ·.;, ·not 10 internal Medicine,. which all Children · are 
uerse to take, but a rt!medy prep11rwd In the furin of a Neck~ 
Jac:e, 'to be worn loost allout .their necks, which no Child will 
diJlike eHn when it refus~S :aJI internal phytic, and which ha~·. 
in'flrlabty acte<l by a· sec,et friendly Sympat'htiic quality 10 

. effiuciously on Infants, who had only worn 'them One Night', 
as to re~cue them from the baneful efJ'l"CtJ ef the ml\st Tiolent 
Fi(!!, Fners, Co

0

1nulsion!1, &c .all .proceeding fmm their Tteth; 
1uid after wearing this wonderful Svm,ai1,ttic Ntr.'lclart lliut a few 
ffays, they, 10 to .il1h11ir•1ion, reco•ered· their 1trength, 11 to 
c·cate attonithmtnno all around them; · . · 

,These unexpeotcd Rrco•eries . !'r Infants almost despaired or, 
aftt.r wraring thi• Ntckl11~e, and without the aid · or any other 
1,1,dlcinc, · brougM it• into such )iii;h eslimation in the fami• 
lies who had' used it, that Dr. T.ANNU, the mventor, and the 
enly perrnn 'Vho kne" how to prtpare them,. perceiTing .their 
~<!~U!.:ati9n. d:1ily ii:~rene, wu, "1th 1on~e. diff'.iculty·,fhe hning· 
an ,: t'Xt1 n,1'fft prachce a• a. regular Phy,ic11n ), pre•a1l•d on ~\o 
t1ubli1h them ; but in order to d1.\w a line· or marked di11lnr.tion 
betwoeu this rre,,a,a\ion and athortiml M••llcmes of doub1rul 



The Sawbridgeworth Penny-Additional Thoughts 
by Tom Fredette 

The update given by Jerry & Sharon Bobbe in the June, 1999 issue of the 
CTCC Journal on the "Fabulous Sawbridgeworth Penny" is important. In fact, since 
tokens of this nature rarely change hands the ordinary collectors among us will 
probably never see one--much less own one. 

But the article on this penny and Harold Welch's articles on the location of 
editions of Davis' Nineteenth Century Token Cojnage are similar and important. They 
are both listings or chronologies of two important aspects of 18th and 19th Century 
token coinage. They update information for the current collecting populace and 
address (among other questions) the question: "Where are they now?" 

I, for one, will never own an original Sawbridgeworth penny. It is not likely that 
I would ever own an original copy of Nineteenth Century Token Coinage either. But I 
do own a reprint (Durst) copy of this book and a number of years ago I obtained one of 
the "about 30 electrotypes" of the Sawbridgeworth penny. 

Using Harold Welch's efforts as an example, I would wonder who now owns 
these 30 or so electrotypes? I own one (Copy #2 to be exact). Another was offered 
for sale in Al Davisson's Auctjon 10 of April, 1998 (suggested bid $300). 

So that accounts for the location of two of the electrotype specimens. As the 
years go by, the electrotypes will also become important examples of this penny and 
probably the only one most collectors will ever own; and only 30 of them! 

How likely is it that the owners of this rare specimen will want to risk electro
typing it again? 

Given the fact that ony 30 collectors can ever own this electrotype copy, isn't 
it worth asking the question: "Where are they now?" This would be a good question 
for the membership to try to answer. 

62 NINETEENTH CENTURY TOKEN COINAGE. 

HERTFORDSHIRE. 

SAWBRIDGEWORTH. 

PENNY. 
COPPER. 

1. 0 Bust in very high relief; ROBERT O ORCHARD O SAWBRIDGF. 
WORTH o o HERTS o o 

~ An open book lying at the foot of a tree ; a church in the 
distance; * SAWBRIDGEWORTH * PENNY * TOKEN * Ex: * * PAYABLE 
* * FEBr XI* 1801 * · R.r.r. ':fames. 

Atkins 46, 1. 
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Members' Memorials 

The outpouring of letters, cards, e-mail and spoken remembrances to both myself and 
Linda Anderson is a tribute to the friendship and respect our membership felt for Wayne 
Anderson. I have taken portions from each of the proceeding sources to share with you 
here. This consists of only a representative sample: 

"I met Wayne for the first time at the Portland ANA just a year ago. One of my finest 
memories of the convention was the night Wayne, Phil Flanagan, Cliff Fellage, and 
myself went out to dinner at a great seafood restaurant, where we were not in the 
company of a large group, and got to know each other better. We laughed, we talked 
tokens, we in general had a swell time. I remember Wayne saying that it was one of the 
most fun evenings in a long time. I felt as if I had made a wonderful new friend. I came 
away with a real appreciation for his "genuineness" - a fine fellow, who would obviously 
do almost anything for a friend. 

Wayne was wonderful to me from the start - writing two very nice letters thanking me 
for helping to start the CTCC, and then to inform me that he had issued me membership 
#3 for the little that I did. News of his illness upset me greatly. And now he is gone. 

This only serves to point up how fragile life is, and how little we know of our own 
time here. Wayne was a honest, decent, great guy - it is quite obvious to me that his 
friends meant more to him than any amount of money. Would that we could all be 
counted in that way." 

Bill McKivor CTCC #3 

"Dear Linda - I was able to visit with Wayne on only a few occasions - but those few 
occasions made such a positive and lasting impression of goodness, kindness and concern 
that I felt I must express my genuine sympathies for you, your family and, indeed, all of 
us." 

Dr. Dane B. Nielsen, DDS CTCC #248 

"Wayne was a treasure to everyone who knew him" Harry Stewart CTCC #45 

"I was saddened to hear of your husband's death, and felt I should write to you, to let 
you know of the high regard we have for his work on British Tokens, and the publication 
The Conder Token Collector's Journal which is very valuable in making available to all 
little snippets of information collectors acquire from lucky chance findings, or research 
in depth on some subject of individual interest. 

"I never had the pleasure of meeting Wayne, though we have corresponded over the 
last few years, and I believe my honorary membership of the Conder Token Collector's 
Club was due to him. 

He will be greatly missed by collectors of this interesting series." 
R. C. Bell CTCC #200 



"All will have to be more involved if the journal and club is to survive. Wayne did so 
much as publisher, cheerleader and all around token advocate. He will be hard to 
replace. As it happens in so many instances, someone emerges as a true advocate and 
honest unbiased leader which is what we need now. It is our club and it is up to us to 
protect the reputation of its members and purpose for existence. 

"I do hope that folks remember Wayne's quiet enthusiasm, honesty, and integrity. 
This is the best tribute we can give to him and those that follow." 

At this year's annual CTCC meeting 
Paul Bosco, CTCC # 102, pointed out that 
he thought it was great that Wayne had pub
lished, in a past issue of the CTCC Journal, 
a photo of himself on his Harley-Davisson 
motorcycle. He felt that it showed that 
"Conder" token collectors have many different 
interests. He also felt that it showed that 
Conder token collectors were a particularly 
virile brand! (much to the approval of all) 

Larry Gaye CTCC #55 

"Wayne's passing is a great loss to the CTCC, as well as naturally to his family and close 
friends. I am also sure that the CTCC, as well as his family and friends, will do just fine 
with the memory of Wayne Anderson as a guide." 

Wayne Hood CTCC #35 

"In one of my early efforts at writing for the CTCC Journal, I had occasion to speak to 
Wayne on the phone. I had looked over the article I had sent to him for publication and 
wasn't sure if it was good enough for the journal. The short conversation I had with him 
was uplifting. He was friendly and encouraging. "Of course it was okay. It was 'just the 
thing'." Wayne made me feel comfortable and put my mind at ease. He expressed a 
desire that we should meet in person some day. 

I will never meet Wayne Anderson personally, but through the fellowship of our 
mutual interest in Conder tokens and the CTCC, I felt like I knew him. We will all miss 
Wayne and his hard work and effort for the Conder Token Collector's Club." 

Tom Fredette CTCC #60 

"I was saddened to learn of Wayne's death. To say that he will be missed is such an 
understatement. 

I met Wayne at the 1997 EAC Convention and was so impressed with him and his 
success with the CTCC. In fact, this meeting renewed my interest in Conders - dormant 
since my last stay in England. Although I spent a fair amount of time looking through 
antique shops, local fairs and coin shows, and bigger places like Seaby's and Spinks, I 
never really appreciated the history and circumstances relating to Conders, even though I 
bought a few. 

But the CTCC changed all that, and I will be ever grateful to Wayne for making that 
change. 

Jan Edeburn CTCC #178 
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I first met Wayne Anderson at a Northwest Coin Show in Minneapolis in March or April, 
1986. I had just finished talking to Allan Davisson at his table and was standing nearby. 
Wayne was next to me and showed me one of the building tokens he had just bought. He 
didn't seem to know much about them but was enthused about the token. I showed him a 
somewhi,tt dog-eared Daiton & Hamer book and recommended he get one. He turned 
around and bought one immediately from Allan. 

I met him again at another coin show later and we became better acquainted. Wayne, 
my brother Bill, and I met for lunch occasionally and also at his house in Minneapolis 
and more recently in Maple Grove. At his house we would have what we called our 
"show and tell" sessions where we would compare recent purchases and other items from 
our collections. It was always interesting to meet at Wayne's house to look at his other 
collections. What is probably not known by many of the Conder token collectors is that 
Wayne was an avid and knowledgeable collector of marbles, toy soldiers, knives, guns, 
and to some extent, books. He also, at one time, collected early American coppers. As 
an experienced collector, he was very helpful with shared knowledge and advice on how 
to build my collection. He often spoke of a desire to form a local club of interested token 
collectors, and I think this led to his ultimately taking action to form a national Conder 
Token Collector's Club, which I believe has been of real benefit to collectors and took a 
great deal of persistence and determination on Wayne' part to get the club started. 

When the club was formed, Wayne really needed articles for the newsletter, and he 
encouraged me to contribute an article, any article, for the first issue. After some mental 
contortions and rewriting, I managed to tum out a one page article. Anyway, this is how 
I got started in writing articles, I submitted some of them about three times, as Wayne 
would keep finding typos that I missed and had to correct. 

Wayne was a good man in every respect and I miss him as a very good friend." 

"It is with a good deal of sadness and 
reflection that I write these few words: 

· It was in May of 1996 that Wayne 
and I chatted frequently, as collector to 
collector about "Conder" tokens. My 
being fairly new to the series and eager 
to learn and Wayne being very willing 
to impart information gave me an 
excellent opportunity to find the answers 
to many questions. One evening, in the 

Jim Wahl CTCC #11 

course of our conversation, the subject of Wayne and Joel Spingam -1998 Portland ANA 

the lack of a suitable forum for the furtherance and dissemination of our hobby arose. 
Needless to say the next question and answer initiated the beginning of the CTCC. With 
Bill McKivor's help, supplying a list of addresses of prospective members, we sent out 
introduction letters. The result was gratifying and we were quite elated. 

As many of you are aware, Wayne was a perfectionist and could not tolerate 
misspelling or a poorly constructed sentence. Indeed, Wayne's ambition was to produce 
the very best and I am certain that goal has been accomplished. 



Wayne's passing is a severe loss to our club and certainly to myself as our association 
took on a paternalistic aura. He was a really fine human being, always being fair and 
willing to share his expertise. I will miss him." 

Joel Spingam CTCC #2 

"I only met Wayne face-to-face once, at the Portland ANA, and he is one of those people 
I honestly regret not having gotten to know better, across time. But we worked together 
by phone when he edited the Journal, and I got to know him through that at least. I liked, 
respected, and admired him, and he was the spark plug of our group. He will never be 
forgotten." 

Richard Doty CTCC # 19 

"I was saddened to learn of Wayne's passing. I never met him, but he was long a 
friend. 

Whenever he called, there was that 'instant connection' that can only occur among 
those with kindred interests and values. Both of us loved books and knowledge and his 
infectious enthusiasm for numismatics and numismatic books always permeated our 
conversations. However good I might feel before a telephone conversation with Wayne, I 
always felt even better after. 

Years ago Wayne suggested that I purchase a set of Allibone 's Dictionary of Authors 
and he located a set for me. I use it often and, even just standing there on my 
bookshelves, these volumes will always remind me of his kind generous spirit. There are 
too few human beings of Wayne's quality, in numismatics or in life." 

George Kolbe CTCC #76 

"I wish I was more specific with my memories of dates, because that would make this 
more interesting. My introduction to Conder tokens came somewhere, I believe, in the 
early 1980's. I was a EAC member and had gone to the national convention. I got there, 
as I recall, on a Thursday night and I was looking around for people who could just sort 
of meet and chat. I ended up in a room with the Bobbes, Bill Noyes, and Miles Gerson 
and I thought these people were such experts on large cents and I will learn so much 
about large cents by listening to these experts talk. So I sat on the bed and for the whole 
night they talked about Conder tokens! I realized that people could be as passionate 
about Conder tokens as they can be about large cents, if not more so, but they were 
incredibly more complex. 

So with that introduction, I was talking with Wayne on the phone one night. We were 
EAC members at the local club. I believe Dick Punchard introduced us, but I'm not sure 
of that anymore. So Wayne said, local dealer John Ferm put me into this group of 
interesting stuff, these British Provincial Tokens. I said, are you talking about "Conder" 
tokens? Wayne said, I don't know what they are, they're these British tokens from the 
1790's. So I like to think that I knew Wayne before he ever knew what a Conder token 
was. He obviously grew much more knowledgeable about them over time than I have, 
but that was sort of my introduction to Wayne's introduction to the Conder token hobby." 
Pete Smith CTCC #16 (from comments Pete made at the annual membership meeting) 
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Tol,en Tales 

Thai· She Blows! 
By R. C. Bell 

Newcastle Upon Tyne, England 
The Dutch led in the whaling industry 

in the early part of the 18th century, 
but the British were first into the 
Pacific whaling grounds, and in 1775 
they extended their hunting into the 
Indian Ocean. 

Whaler's bows were strengthened by 
immense blocks of timber, and solid 
beams ran across the ship at intervals 
supporting the ribs which were further 
reenforced with thick planks of oak. 
Even so losses through crushing by 
ice were not uncommon. 

Their masts were usually tall to catch 
light airs when working among ice
bergs. The Southseasmen, who were 
at sea from three to four years at a 
time, had characteristic brick try'works 
for boiling blubber. The largest vessels 
were of 300 tons and carried crews of 
50 with six whale boats. Their crews 
had to bear the extremes of tropical 
heat and the cold of South Georgia, 
and their chief ports were Hull, Liver
pool and Whitby, followed by Leith, 
Dunbar and Dundee. 

Ninth In A Series 

The Northern whalers were smaller 
c1.nd carried a crew of about 25 who 
lived for the whole voyage of two or 

Public warehouses on the quay at 
Dundee, Scotland, as shown on the 
halfpenny token listed as D&H Angus
shire 5. (All illustrations enlarged 11h 
times to show detail.) 
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Probably a northern whaler. The jute 
clippers had equally high masts but 
they were usually three- or four-masted. 
Dalton and Hamer (D&H) Angussbire 
11. This Scottish token design was cut 
by Wright. 

more years in the forecastle, which 
was scarcely 12 feet square and too 
low for a tall man to stand upright. 
The only light and ventilation came 
down a narrow hatchway, and even 
this had to be closed in rough weather. 
Here the crewmen, fit or ill, lived, ate, 
and slept day and nigµt, surrounded by 
their seachests, gear and hammocks; 
and without a fire even in the polar 
regions. The accomodation was worse 
than that of a felon in a large prison. 

About a dozen types of whales were 
found: Right, sperm, blackfish, hump
back, razorback, finback, grampus, sul
phurbottom, killer, cowfish, narwhale, 
scrag-whale, elephant-whale and por
poise. Only the first four were hunted 
for oil, though occasionally one of the 
others would be taken by chance. 

Porpoises were harpooned from the 
ship's bow and eaten by the crew as 
"seabeef," while their oil, like the 
ship's slush, was the perquisite of the 
cook. Whale oil was used for lamps, 
in the manufacture of jute, and for 
lubricating machinery. 

The sperm whale was the richest 
prize, for in addition to its blubber it 
often yielded about 15 barrels of sperm 
from its head. This looked like pink 
ice cream and was stored until the 



Token Trues 

Candles are drying after being dipped 
in hot wax. (D&H Middlesex 47'1.) 

end of the voyage when it was boiled 
and cooled and the spermaceti strained 
off. 

This was a yellow viscid substance 
which was put in strong cartvas bags 
and the oil squeezed out i!l a screw 
press, leaving the sper~aceti .as a hard 
mass. This was then bolled with potash 
and purified, and used for e~pens_ive 
candles dressing leather, making oint
ments 'and in the cold rolling of steel. 
· Som~ sperm · whales also yielded 
ambergris, a biliary sec~etion related 
to gall stones in man. Pieces from 60 
to 200 pounds were found floating on 
the water in regions inhabited by sperm 
whales and when they were harpooned 
a few ' discharged ambergris in their 
death flurry, and the men in the boats 
might pick up pieces worth $50 or more. 

"Whalebone" came from the baleen 
plates in the roof of the whale's mouth. 
The Greenland whale provided the best 
quality, and it was usually marketed 
without the hairy fringes which edged 
the plates. It was boil~d for 12 hours 
until soft and cut into narrow strips 
or small bristle-like filaments, and used 
for umbrellas, corsets and brushes for 
machinery. 

Whalebone sold for as much as $2,000 
a ton and was an important by-product 
of the whaling industry. 

The crew's first warning of a whale 
usually came from the lookout in the 
crow's nest shouting, "Thar she blows!" 
The sails were set to alter course and 
when near enough the boats were }ow
ered and the hunt was on. The Rever-

Token Tales 

Harpooning from a ship's whaler. 
Between 1780 and 1810 nearly all British 
harpoons were made by one man at 
Blythe. The thick hickory shafts were 
six · feet long with a socket set onto 
the wood and riveted. The iron work 
was 18 inches long, and five inches 
from the point was a single swive~ed 
barb. The line was attached to a nng 
and the shaft end of the metal work. 
(D&H Middlesex 306) 

end Cheevy recorded one such chase: 
"The whale now ran to the south

ward and every boat was in the chase 
as f~st as we could spring to our 
oars .... The foremost now came up 
with and fastened to a large whale. 
We were soon on the battle-ground, 
and saw him struggling to free him
self from the barbed harpoon, which 
had gone deep into his huge carcass. 

"We pulled upon the monster, and 
our boat steerer darted another harpoon 
into him. 'Stern all!' shouted the mate; 
'Stern all for your lives!' We steered 
out of reach of danger ~d peaked 
our oars. 

... , 'The whale now ran, and took the 
line out of the boat with such swift
ness that we were obliged to throw 
water on it to prevent its taking fire 
by friction around the loggerhead. Then 
he stopped, and blindly thrashed an~ 
rolled about in great agony, so that 1t 
seemed madness to approach him. 

"By this time, however, the captain 
came up and boldy darted another 
harpoon into his writhing body. The 
enraged whale raised his head above 
the water, snapped his horrid jaws 
together, and in his senseless fury 
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lashed the sea into foam with his 
flukes. 

"The mate now in his turn approached 
near enough to bury a lance deep in his 
vitals, and shouted again, at the top 
of his voice, 'Stern all!' A thick stream 
of blood instead of water was soon 
issuing from his spout holes. Another 
lance was buried: he was thrown into 
dying convulsions, and ran around in 
a circle; but his flurry was soon over; 
he turned upon his left side and floated 
dead. We gave three hearty cheers, 
and took him in tow for the ship which 
was now about 15 miles off ... " 

Towing a dead whale of 70 tons in 
a hot sun or against a wind blistered 
the hands and sickened the spirjt of 
the toughest, but the thought of 100 
barrels of oil worth $5,000 was an 
effective spur. Dead whales usually 
floated, but some sank and then all 
the courage and toil was wasted. 

The most dangerous part of the 
whalerman's life was the hunt. Some 
whales sounded when struck with a 
harpoon, and if the rope jambed the 
boat was pulled under unless an axe 

An 18th century umbrella with struts 
of whalebone. (D&H Middlesex 321.) 

quickly cut it free; some raced across 
the water, dragging the boats after 
them_ out of sight of their ship, and 
if a sudden squall. arose, or a fog 
fell they might never find it again. 

Others lay thrashing their huge flukes 
and tails, and if the boats ventured 
too near they might be smashed to 
pieces. A few old sperm whales were 
fighters and would deliberately attack 
the boats by rushing at them from 
below with their huge heads and knock
ing them 20 feet into the air and 
smashing them to matchwood. 

Next: Back at the Ship. 

ANA Summer Seminar 2000 
Money in Crisis: The Years of George III 1760-1820 

Each summer, the ANA conducts a series of seminars on a 
wide range of topics. I have never heard anything but rave 
reviews from anyone who has attended. This year will be 
especially exciting, because one of the scheduled courses 
will be conducted by three of our members. Dr. Richard 
Doty, Dr. Alan Davisson , and Larry Johnson will conduct 
Money in Crisis: The Years of George 1111760- 1820 
(July 1 - 7) The course description reads: 

"Mad King George" was a tyrannical ruler of Great Britain 
during a time when British coinage moved from an issue of George m 

scarcity, struck by hand, to a coinage of abundance, struck by steam. It was during his 
reign that Britons experimented with private tokens and bank notes and Matthew 
Boulton, of the Soho Mint, a private coiner, struck official coinage. This story of crisis is 
told through Britain 's "other money" - a galaxy of private issues, official coinage and 
tokens and how they influenced today's modern, mass produced coinage. 

Contact: Richard Doty, Smithsonian Institution, 808 E. St. SE, Washington, DC 20003 
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Reflections on the Sale of the W. J. Noble Collection, Part II 
August 3rd and 4th, 1999, Melbourne 

Last summer it was provincial tokens of the 18th century and the token issues of the early 19th century. That collection 
was massive, probably the largest ever formed. It brought the highest price ever paid for a British token, as well as thousands of 
other choice pieces for collectors of these series to the market. 

This summer, Jim Noble sold the second part of his collection. This sale covered earlier tokens, later tokens, private 
tokens, non-British tokens, passes and permits, tickets and tallies and a potpourri of pieces that mark several hundred years of 
life and human enterprise. 

The cover piece for the sale was a lighthouse pass issued so that workers on the Eddystone Light could prove that they 
were employed when press gangs tried to haul them off into the Royal Navy. (You can read all about it in the December 1967 
Numismatic Circular.) Equally fascinating stories can be told about dozens of pieces in this sale of nearly 9000 pieces in 1834 lots. 
Jetons of Elizabeth I, Scottish beggars badges, US Colonial related tokens, tavern tokens, racing tickets-the Table of Contents 
needs three pages to list all the categories in the sale. 

Many of these areas are strange and new to collectors, particularly North American collectors. There are few references 
for much of this material and they are not readily available. The Davis and Waters reference, Tickets and Passes, and the British 
Museum Catalogue of the Montague Guest Collection of Badges, Tokens and Passes are the major references usually cited. The Guest 
catalog has seven small plates and Davis and Waters has only one. So, the main reference for this wide ranging area is now the 
Noble catalog itself. The 400 page catalog has thousands of photos, most of them of types never photographed in any general 
reference. It also provides the most complete bibliography on this material I have ever seen. 

When people asked me why I was going to Melbourne, Australia, an adventure in itself- 27 hours down there, 56 
hours returning (a Northwest 747 I was on lost an engine)-! explained that there would never be another sale like this one. 
Even if I bought next to nothing, it was worth going to learn about this fascinating array of issues. 

I was right-I learned a lot and spent relatively little. Last year I spent a quarter million dollars (Australian) believing 
that there would never be an opportunity like that to buy "Conder" tokens. This year I spent $30,000 Australian. I knew that 
there would never be another opportunity to buy material like this. But, for the most part, I was depending on hunches, reac
tions, clang responses, intuition and fascination to buy. 

The sale room was the same room where last year's sale was held. The auctioneer was the same and the risks of inat
tention when bidding were the same. The phenomenal hospitality of the Noble firm and Jill and Gerhard, the two wonderful 
people who run the Melbourne office, matched that of last year's sale as well. 

It was a relatively empty sale room. Four of us closely followed the entire sale-Paul Dawson and Richard Gladdle from 
England and Del Parker and myself from the United States. Don Valenziano was another American who travelled to Australia 
for parts of the sale. There was some strong bidding through the Noble book and there was an active bidder who was present by 
proxy-one collector number kept cropping up for many lots. I was particularly surprised by the level of that bidder's interest in 
the unofficial farthings section of the sale (catalogued by Bell) and the prices these achieved. In my experience in the past, that 
mid 19th century series has been less appealing than it deserved. 

Richard Gladdle was the main buyer in the sale. He had commissions from several British collectors and dealers. Paul 
Dawson ran an energetic second. Paul has taken over the family's Lancashire coin business from his father, Brian. British collec
tors are familiar with the Dawsons. The Dawson table has always been one of my first stops whenever I attend a British coin fair. 

Shipping took a while, but now that everything I bought has arrived, I find myself no less intrigued than I was while 
"down under." I bought a smattering of things from many areas-a few 17th century tokens, several private collector's tokens, 
some unusual passes such as library passes (both my children are library enthusiasts), a pass to the Coronation of George IV, 
some theater passes, a large collection of countermarked copper, a few pieces purchased because of their beauty, an advertising 
token showing the shelves in a toy store and a few fascinating non-British items as well. Some of the pieces I would have liked 
went for prices well beyond levels I could justify. For example, racing tickets are actively collected and I could not compete with 
the interest and commissions for those pieces. I had thought to buy the cover coin to go with the cover coin from the first Noble 
sale, but I followed that beyond my limit as well before losing out. 

Part III of Jim's amazing collection will be sold next summer in Melbourne. It will offer over 15,000 pieces in 2000 lots. 
Communion tokens, British medallets and jetons from the 13th to 20th century, British, Irish and foreign coin weights, checks, 
jetons, notgeld, medallets as well as a major Australian collection of medallets and check pieces. 

All that is even further outside my usual specialties. Do I really want to travel that far again? I don't know. But I do 
know that I am certainly glad I went this year. 

Allan Davisson 
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THE DRAPER'S TOKENS: 
Croom of Dundee 

As I mentioned in the last article, Matthew Boulton struck a number of undated halfpenny 

tokens during the mid-l 790s. His productions for Christopher lbberson and George Cotton must be 

reckoned scarce to rare. Tokens for another merchant are considerably more common, but they have 

an interest all their own. They were struck for William Croom, and their interest lies in the fact that 

Croom asked for a second order and thought of a third, but then took his business elsewhere -

virtually the only such occasion in the entire Soho story. 

This merchant's token proclaimed him a wholesale dealer in woolen and linen cloth, watches, 

and miscellaneous articles, located in the High Street of the Angusshire town of Dundee. Until now, 

that is virtually all we have known about him; but the Matthew Boulton Papers will tell us more. 

In many or most cases, the latter archive demonstrates a progression of sorts, from an initial 

letter from a would-be issuer to Boulton's response as to terms, then to a discussion about design, 

and finally to a series of data on shipping, charges, and mint output. In Croom's case, the 

progression is reversed: the first reference we have to Dundee tokens is a charge of £37.14.6 for 

coining 579 pounds ten ounces of copper into halfpenny tokens weighing forty-six to the pound. 

This notation appears in one of the Soho Mint Books under date of24 December 1795, followed by 

a second entry dated 20 February 1796, for a similar number of pieces. Both orders were remitted 

to Messrs. Wilson & Smith, not William Croom; and the actual identity of the token's issuer would 

remain obscure until the following summer, when a brief correspondence regarding this halfpenny 

would take place and his existence proclaimed. 

The dry notations in MBP34 (Mint Book, 1795-1798) are essential for determining the actual 

output of the draper's tokens. The entry of 24 December 1795 is especially valuable, because it 

gives us an exact mintage figure for the first order: three boxes of 6,720 tokens each, and a fourth, 

short box containing 6,277 pieces, for a total of26,437 halfpence. The notation for the second order 

(which left the mint on 20 February 1796) is slightly less precise, simply giving charges for coining 

588 pounds of copper, but if we multiply that figure by forty-six, we arrive at a second mintage total 

of27,048. To that shipment should be added twelve bronzed proofs (of which more later) and two 

silver specimens (Wilson & Smith paid one penny each for the former and two shillings three and 
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three-quarters pence each for the latter). 1 The $econd remittance therefore comprised 27,062 tokens, 

and the shipping (and presumably minting) totals for both orders came to 53,499 pieces. Wilson & 

Smith paid promptly: Soho received £37.14.6 for the December 1795 shipment on 23 January 1796, 

and £37.14. l O for the February 1796 order on 19 March. In both cases, Boulton had cut his price 

by a pound or two as an encouragement for prompt payment. 

The address of Messrs. Wilson & Smith is unknown; presumably, the firm was located in 

Dundee. As mentioned, it was not the issuers of the tokens, simply the agent for the man who was, 

William Croom. The latter was happy with the two batches of tokens he received, and he bestirred 

himself to write Mr. Boulton for a third: 

Sir--
I Received a few Coppar pieces from Messrs Wilson & Smith in Jan~ & 

Feby last which they had of you--- Be So good as [to] write me in Course Saying, 
what you charge for [illegible] Cwt present money[.] I wish to have them well 
finished & if the additional expence be not verie considerable [I] wolld have the 
letters Sunk in Same manner as 1/96 of a Rupee" done for the united East Indea 
Compy or a Lancashire halfpenny of Daniel Ecclistone--- I beg every information 
as to your terms, as if moderate more may be wanted afterward besides this present 
intended order. 2 

It is unfortunate that the amount of new tokens under consideration is illegible in the Croom 

letter. But Matthew Boulton's mint was still short of work, and its proprietor accordingly replied 

to Mr. Croom with alacrity. Explaining that the price of copper had recently risen dramatically, 

Boulton then made some convoluted calculations: 

sheet copper is now 13 Yi pence pr lb of which it takes 3 lb to make 2 lb of Coin & 
as the Scrap must be remitted it is worth 1 ld only, and consequently the Blanks will 
cost in Copper 14d"3/4 pr lb[.] 
My price for Coin struck in bright Collers [sic] is 15 3/4 d pr lb to which must be 
added the Cost of Casks & Carg [carriage.] 

1Don't you wish you were collecting in the 1790s? On the other hand, you would now be 
too old for most contact sports; it's always something. 

2Matthew Boulton Papers [MBP] 227, Letter Box C3, William Croom to Matthew 
Boulton, 27 July 1796. Spelling and punctuation in original. 
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My General rule is to charge the Cost of the Dies & punchions [sic] with the 
Engraving which will be more or less according to the Device or work engraved & 
to deduct 2 Guineas pr Ton out of every Ton of Coin orderd [sic] therefrom[.] 
If these terms are agreeable to you I shall be glad to receive your Commands & 
remain 

Sir Your obedt humbl Serv Matthew Boulton3 

These prices were distinctly higher than those the draper had been charged for his first and 

second orders, and he elected to take his business elsewhere. An acquaintance named James Wright, 

Jr. advised Matthew Boulton of the fact. 

Wright is one of the most fascinating characters in the entire story of the provincial token. 

Most of what we know about him will be found in Robert C. Bell's Tradesmens' Tickets and Private 

Tokens, 1785-1819 (1966) and Richard Thomas Samuel's The Bazaar, Exchange and Mart, and 

Journal of the Household, published serially in the 1880s and reprinted by Davissons Ltd. in 1994. 

Wright was a young Dundee businessman and an ardent token collector, who designed a number of 

pieces for himself and several others. He secured the services of a Birmingham coiner named Peter 

Kempson for the actual striking. Wright was also a frequent correspondent to the Gentleman's 

Magazine and the Monthly Magazine, for both of which he wrote about the coinage shortage and the 

token response under the sobriquet 'Civis'. He capped his contributions to-our discipline by penning 

the introduction to James Conder's epochal study of 1798, but unfortunately died without seeing it 

in print. He was barely thirty. 

3MBP227, Matthew Boulton to William Croom, I August 1796. Boulton's reference to 
'punchions' is interesting, and it allows me to discuss something which Mr. David Vice brought 
up in the 15 December 1998 issue of the CTCJ Mr. Vice suggests that I labor under 'certain 
misapprehensions ' concerning Soho die technology, and that the mint was far more advanced in 
die multiplication than I iP1agined, having in fact 'perfected the art of die hub bing [by 1791] to 
such an extent that ... all coins of a certain denomination were virtually identical' . One might 
observe that, to the untrained eye, what the Americans were achieving for the cents of 1794 was 
also a virtual identity of dies. In other words, consistency is, at least to a degree, in the eye of the 
beholder. 

I continue to believe that Soho had not achieved a perfect hubbing process in the 1790s, 
one invariably leading to a predictable, identical result. The firm was closing in on it, to be sure; 
but dies still required individual attention and finishing; otherwise, how can one explain the two 
varieties of Hornchurch halfpenny token ( with a total mintage of less than eleven thousand), or 
the four of the King's County thirteenpence, an issue comprising an even smaller number of 
strikes? 
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Wright's residence at Dundee, and his acquaintance with Peter Kempson, are both 

significant. We do not know precisely what happened, for his letter to Matthew Boulton was largely 

concerned with his own research (he was then gathering data for the Conder introduction, and he 

solicited the coiner's assistance in the determination of mintage figures, etc.); but he left a 

fascinating hint concerning Croom. 

Wright reminded Boulton that he had visited Soho in September 1794, adding that he 'since 

then, corresponded with your House- relative to a Dundee Halfpenny ordered by Mr. W. Croom ... 

But your terms happening to be higher than he was able to afford, Kempson of Birmingham was 

employed'. Wright added that the latter 'could not engrave so nicely as your superior artists; [but] 

does work cheaper'. 4 

The evidence of the tokens bears out his opinion. There are four varieties of Croom 

halfpenny. D&H 12 and 13 were certainly by Matthew Boulton: their engraving is delicate, and they 

were struck in collar, a Soho trademark. D&H 15 is certainly a Kempson product. It was not struck 

in collar, and the lettering on the reverse is larger and more crudely arranged than on the original. 

The obverse of D&H 15 also differs from the original in minor details, most notably in the length 

of the tails of the heraldic beasts flanking the shield. D&H 14 is more difficult to attribute. The 

obverse is identical to that of D&H 15, and the edge is rounded as on the latter token. But the 

reverse, according to Dalton & Hamer, i~ identical to the Boulton pieces. Not having seen this side 

of the token (which is not illustrated in Dalton & Hamer), I would suggest that, for once, the canon 

is mistaken, the reverse is slightly different - and that Peter Kempson did D&H 14 along with D&H 

15. 

How many did he strike? Robert C. Bell suggests a mintage of ten hundredweights for all 

four varieties - say fifty thousand or a few more. We know that Boulton's part of the mintage alone 

was greater than that. According to Richard Samuel, Kempson was responsible for another ten 

hundredweights of Croom tokens, but observes that Kempson's pieces are rather scarcer than 

Boulton's - which has also been my finding. In my judgment, Samuel's figure is almost certainly 

too high. 

While the final mintage for the Croom token is likely to remain unknown, I may be able to 

clear up two other points. First, Samuel and Bell both name Noel-Alexandre Ponthon as the designer 

4MBP262, Letter Box W3, James Wright, Jr. to Matthew Boulton, 1 September 1797. 
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of the Croom token. Based on the time when the token was struck, the artist responsible could not 

have been Pothon and must have been Conrad-Heinrich Kilchler; no other candidate is available. 

And second, the Matthew Boulton Papers give a bronzed proof mintage of twelve for this token -

which will prove gratifying to the lucky possessors of such pieces. Unfortunately, I own two, and 

I have seen half a dozen more - and I doubt I have seen two-thirds of the total production. My work 

in Birmingham uncovered one unwelcome bit of information: the -Soho Mint made restrikes of 

popular pieces, including proofs, by way of advertisement for the firm. It did so in the seventeen

nineties. It was still doing so in the eighteen-thirties. And a number of Soho specimens, including, 

I fear, those for an obscure Dundee draper named William Croom, must accordingly be taken with 

a grain of salt. 

-R. G.DOTY 
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Obverse 
Nos. 865-872 

THE FORGO'ITEN MIDDLING POET 
Reverse 
As No. 514 

For the majority of us token collectors, John Thelwall is most important as a political 
figure of the 1790's (Mid. 865-862.) In fact, next to Thomas Paine he was the most 
outspoken and radical reformer of those times. This was so even to the extent that he 
defined himself as an English Jacobin in his work The Rights of Nature (1796.) Along with 
Thomas Hardy, and John Home Tooke, we remember John Thelwall as one of those tried 
for treason and eventually acquitted. This was the motivation for Spence's political token 
commemorating him. He was a member of both the Friends of the People, (1791) and the 
London Corresponding Society, (LCS-1792.) Being one of London's most popular and 
recognized spokesmen for reforms this made him a target by the government for a trial. He 
had obtained this notoriety by "liking a crowned despot to a bantam cock on a dunghill." 
Amongst his political friends were Charles James Fox, (Mid. 222); Richard Sheridan, (Mid. 
217); Thomas Erskine, (Mid. 1010); William Godwin; the free thinking medical man, Dr. 
James Hunter and other associates of the two reform societies. Of course he was friends 
with his fellow accused "treasonous society radicals," Hardy (Mid. 204, penny) and Tooke 
(Mid. 873-881.) What is remarkable about Thelwall was his abilities at oratory and his 
courage to make use of it for political reform. We shall see what all this oratory gained 
him. 

Let us start with John Thelwall's personality. He had a revolutionary fervor for political 
reform unmatched by few of his day. This was accompanied by his fiery temper when he 
was thwarted by council for moderation and patience. In other words, he was a very direct 
and an emotionally driven man. Consequently, as we will see, he had frequent battles over 
reform tactics with his co-reformers to the extent they ended up disassociating themselves 
from him. Thelwall advocated "moral or physical force" for reform if necessary. But we 
must remember two aspects of those times concerning the "English Jacobins" and their 
acquisition for reforms when we consider Thelwall. First, these reformers felt they had a 
right to speak or publish freely, as was now possible in America, without interference. They 
felt words alone were not a threat to their form of government. Second, by physical force 
they did not mean armed insurrection unless forced to it by armed suppression. After all 
they were free men! His contention was that government, well regulated, had a positive role 
to play and should be subject to change without armed conflict. Translated, this means he 
was not for government overthrow. Thelwall was for direct confrontation such as peaceful 
mass demonstrations and strikes. His attempts were to motivate the populous with its mass 
voice for change. By the mid-1790's he recognized the errors of the French revolution. Yet 
as most literate Englishmen felt, theirs was the worlds best democracy and would not 
degenerate to a "Terror" such as the French were having. Thelwall maintained the strong 
tactics of Pitt's government, as in the current treason trials and the suspension of Habeas 
corpus, were those evils borrowed from the French. To a few, these were very antagonistic 
words. As we know the government saw the horrid events in France and feared similar 
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consequences for England. On the other hand, as some saw, the government was steeped 
in status quo, self interest and a conservative tradition which promulgated their unrealistic 
fears. Pitt in his younger days had sought reforms, but now at this time, he was preoccupied 
with beating back the reformers. It is yet for me to learn whether Pitt's actions were from 
personal fears for his government, his acting as an agent for the king, or that he was 
influenced by more entrenched politicians surrounding himself. Another trait of Thelwall 
was his constancy of effort - stubbornness - after his trial, unlike others, he redoubled his 
political lecturing and public speaking. It was not for two years that he was finally forced 
to slacken his efforts, and he never totally gave it up. Lastly, the character trait most 
endearing to him was his compassion for the poor and the down trodden. Possibly it was 
this empathy with the lower classes which motivated his enormous and risky efforts for 
reform. 

Thelwall was brought up by his mother as his silk mercer father died when he was nine. 
Born in London on July 27, 1764, and then at the age of sixteen he was apprenticed to a 
tailor. John was always a bookish youth, his mother frequently reproaching him for wasting 
time with the books. Later he studied for the clergy were he may have developed his high 
sense of moral and social responsibility but which ultimately yielded a sometimes 
domineering and eccentric personality. In 1782 he switched his studies to that of law being 
articled to John Impey, an attorney. It is of interest to observe, he left the study of law 
because of his dislike of swearing oaths and for copying, "the trash of an office." Also 
instead of studying his law-books, he often read his favorite books on philosophers or poets. 
At this stage in his development he attempted to make a living writing - this then is when 
we first see the appearance of his published poetry. By 1787 he became an editor of the 
Biographical and Imperial Magazine and became active in meetings of the Society for Free 
Debate at the Coachmakers Hall. Now we are able to document his free spirit and 
independence also. At the same time his Gothic style of poetry earned him some 
recognition and income which he shared in the support of his mother since the family 
business had failed. However, for us the event to bring him most to our attention was his 
early 1790's association with the well-known and older John Horne Tooke. It was Thelwall's 
political oratory which caused John Tooke to notice him. Tooke was so impressed he 
offered to finance Thelwall's further university education and afterwards obtain for him a 
clergyman's occupation. Thelwall declined this offer having other aims in life. It appears 
about this time, he had a medical interest. Sort of as a perpetual student he attended 
anatomical and medical lectures of Henry Cline, William Babington, and some others. So 
it was through these interests by which he became a friend of Dr. John Hunter, and joined 
the Physical Society at Guy's Hospital. It was about this time Thelwall joined various 
reform societies, notably the London Corresponding Society. And by this time he was a 
passionate follower of Thomas Paine. From his early speeches we learn his political 
thoughts and agenda. First, his initial premise was to start from a clear basis of "logical 
reason," to then question religious dogma, and government abuses. He championed for 
annual parliaments, universal suffrage (for men!), equal representation, freedom for artisans 
(merchants I assume) and last and most significantly against the accumulation of capital into 
just a few hands. Hooray! These political reforms were not his exclusive ideas alone - many 
originating from John Cartwright, who he was familiar with. It was his style of oratory which 
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propelled him to the forefront of the political stage and placed him as a prominent leader. 
He contended that "the clothing and embellishments" of his manner of spontaneous speaking 
was what made his presentation so successful. He felt he needed the heat of the moment; 
even with "rude" comments, and with sudden creative metaphors, these could only enhance 
his method of delivery. This "off the cuff" style and the introductions of dangerous themes, 
greatly alarmed his "co-conspirators" but always enthralled his audiences. For physical 
appearance, he was small in stature but compact and muscular with a dominating head. His 
rather sharp nose combined with a slightly larger chin gave him a somewhat severe look. 

It is now time to switch from oration to his writings. We already have mentioned his 
early poetry which was published as Poems on Various Subjects. About the time of this 
work, he married a Susan Vellum who was the "Stella" of some of his earliest poetry. The 
style of his early works were typical of the Eighteenth Century Gothic pastoral kind. And 
in 1793 he published more poetry and prose but under a pseudonym. I could go into an 
analysis of various opinions about his assumed literary influences, but I won't. He did a 
collection of work based on a fictional walking tour through the countryside beyond London. 
Interestingly, he contrasted on the first hand, in imitation of other authors, the romantic 
portrayal of the peasant's life in the sunshine of the natural rural scene. On the second 
hand, he told how it really was. He speaks of the problems caused by enclosure, how the 
people moved to the cities for a better life only to find even more poverty and an existence 
in the most artificial of environments. After his arrest and trial he was obsessed in getting 
his speeches transcribed verbatim for prosperity and had them published in his own weekly 
periodical, The Tribune. In 1795 he published a series of poems written during his 
imprisonment and prior to the trial entitled, Poems Written in Close Confinement. Maybe 
his most important political writing was his 1796 work, The Rights of Nature. (You will find 
there were many "rights" and also "schools of' authored during the late Eighteenth Century.) 
Much of what he stood for was laid down in this work, and which I have pretty well covered 
above. His major theme in this study states his desire for "broad and general principles." 
We will come to some other writings later, which are more timely then, because they occur 
later in his life. Thelwall's poetry has not been well studied or popularized in modem times 
and probably deservingly so. Yet some of the political ones still have meaningful context for 
our current times. 

Unfortunately I do not have detailed information on Thelwall's treason trial. We must 
remember this intriguing character is a somewhat obscure figure today although there has 
been some revival in ·the last few decades. One example of his obscurity is found in a 
larger reference, * a source about the trials, it speaks of him as "James" Thelwall! Clearly 
this is the same individual since there could only have been one such boisterous, close friend 
of John Horne Tooke, tried for treason, etc. Thelwall, in May of 1794, was arrested with 
others of the LCS members. (see the reverse of Mid. 1011 on page D&H 191 for other 
names.) His imprisonment was in the Tower of London indicating how important his case 
was thought to be. Since by now Habeas corpus had been suspended he remained 
imprisoned until his trial. He was charged with the others for treason on October 25, and 
with the other tower prisoners was transferred to Newgate. In all, he spent eight months 

* For The Defense, by Lloyd Paul Stryker, 1974. 
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in prison before his acquittal. As you may be aware, his was the third and last of this batch 
of trials and followed those of Hardy and Tooke which got much more publicity and thus 
recordings for prosperity. What strikes me of significance is the remarkable persistence of 
the Pitt government to continue on with these trials even when they were only getting 
acquittals. It makes one think they were not necessarily after convictions but trying for 
intimidation. It is true some arrested members of lesser importance had their trials 
suspended, and even with two previous unsuccessful convictions the jury in Telwall's case 
still took nearly two hours to come to the conclusion of not guilty. John at the time was 
thirty years old, he had a reputation for a sharp tongue and a natural gift for persuading 
crowds. He was mostly self-educated but had spent time in the study of law. In the Tooke 
trial, Erskine; the defending attorney, had allowed Tooke to defend himself to a large 
degree since he also had studied law. Thelwall with his speaking ability also wished the 
same privilege, but the astute attorney saw that it would only be to his client's disadvantage. 
Even still, Thelwall argued with the defence lawyer and during the trial passed a note to him 
saying, "I will plead my own case." Erskine knowing his client held extreme political views 
replied, "If you do you will hang." One major difference in Thelwall's trial was back in 1793 
when he was giving a series of political and radical lectures there had been a government 
spy in the audience named James Walsh. This potential witness was a severe problem for 
the defense. Evidently it was another government spy, a man by the name of Gostling, who 
gave evidence at Thelwall's trial saying he promoted the death of all monarchies. We will 
hear of more spying later on. We must assume, for lack of sources, that the defense of 
Thelwall was similar for him as it was for Hardy and Tooke. The defence must have 
brought in prominent character witnesses such as Major Cartwright or even the Duke of 
Richmond. Certainly the trial had the same basis for its defence that of freedom of 
expression. They must have emphasized we as humans are not perfect creatures, and may 
speak derogatorily utterances in the heat of discourse, but should not be held legally 
accountable for such lapses. One aspect of this trial is recorded, as in the earlier Hardy and 
Tooke trials, the not guilty announcement caused a great outburst of applause. 

As mentioned before, Thelwall frequently got into conflicts with others of the reform 
movement. One case in particular was with William Godwin, which occurred in the year 
1795. In that year there were food riots, and consequently Pitt had passed the Anti-Sedition 
Acts to suppress large meetings of people. It was the responses to these acts that the two 
of them had a falling out. Thelwall, as you might expect, was still for open public agitation, 
where as Godwin recognized a need for restraint. Godwin attacked Thelwall as an 
"impatient and headlong reformer." Thelwall in tum rejected Godwin's principles of 
gradualism through education and that nothing would change without a public outcry. From 
our history lessons, we see that in the end it did take public demonstrations to finally force 
reforms through between 1830 and 1840. But for Thelwall these acts were a disaster. He 
lost his lecture hall and his publications which reduced his small income even more. The 
literary battles through correspondence with Samuel Taylor Coleridge were on a more 
intellectual level and were over politics, religion and poetry. Coleridge admired him, often 
sending him poetry for his perusal, and between 1796 and 1798, for two years; they 
exchanged letters. Coleridge may have initially discovered Thelwall through his lectures or 
possible through William Wordsworth who is recorded as having attended these lectures. 
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Others who had a liberal bent who are found to have attended the 1795 lectures series were 
George Dyer, Elizabeth Inchbald and Thomas Holcroft, (also on Mid.1011.) I hope some 
day to have articles printed on these last two, both being writers. Later in life, Coleridge 
wrote he felt he was a modifying influence on Thelwall's headstrong and emotional 
reactions. The last source of literary battles, and thus consequentially giving us a literary 
legacy, was Edmund Burke's social and political commentaries. Many political writers 
responded back at Burke in particular to his attitudes towards the French revolution. 
Thelwall was quick to pick up the disparagement between Burke's earlier "liberal" ideas and 
his more recent reversal to "conservative" thoughts. Please forgive me for giving this 
sentence a more modern twist. 

Eventually Thelwall became a hounded man and had to seek residence away from 
London for on occasion he was robbed and beaten up, some thought by men suspected of 
being the "kings mob." In his search for a different domicile, he arrived uninvited at 
Coleridge's home in Nether Stowey. This occurred on July 17, 1797, and he stayed ten days 
even though they had never met previously. At this time, Coleridge and the younger 
Wordsworth were collaborating on their Lyrical Ballads having given up their political 
rabble-rousing days. Also occurring then, and in the spring of the same year, were the naval 
mutinies. For those of you who have read The Great Mutiny (1965), by James Dugan, you 
will be familiar with the government magistrate and spy for the Duke of Portland named 
Aaron Graham. You will recall he heard rumors of Thelwall's supposed agitation in these 
naval mutinies and was actively searching for him. Since Thelwall had walked to Coleridge's 
front door from London, it is doubtful if he was responsible for any unrest. It should be 
noted the supreme cordiality Coleridge showed to Thelwall on his visit. Coleridge took him 
for walks, took him to visit the Wordsworths, (Dorothy & William); set him a dinner feast, 
and attempted to help him find a · residence. The government, however; was watching the 
young writers through the spy James Walsh who we have met before. Coleridge again in 
his later writings says he was suspicious of Walsh and refers to him twenty years later as 
"Spy Nozy." As mentioned before, Thelwall found himself in difficulties, increasingly his 
audiences were growing more hostile towards his lectures, and by 1798 he had retired from 
active politics and was now farming in Brecon, Wales. Here in Wales he improved upon 
his physical health but was tormented by his enforced political silence. By 1800 he started 
lecturing on elocution and also published, Poems chiefly written in Retirement. In 1804 he 
felt it was now safe to return to London and he and his wife began a school devoted to his 
ideas on elocution and speech therapy. As so often happens, an individual often 
compensates for a childhood problem by becoming extremely proficient with that problem 
in adulthood. Thelwall, it appears had halting speech and a slight lisp in his youth. His 
method was for students with defective speech to repeatedly recite, over and over again, 
works of classical literature until it could be done flawlessly. Evidently this method was 
successful in cases for treating stuttering for his reputation grew. After he published papers 
on his methods he was encouraged to lecture on the subject. Some of those in his audience 
included such people as Charles Lamb, Robert Southey, Henry Crabb Robinson and 
William Hazlitt. We owe a big debt to William Hazlitt for recording much about these 
times. In 1804, Thelwall got into another "paper war," this time with Francis Jeffrey who 
made some derogatory remarks about him in the 'Edinburgh Review.' Between 1818 and 
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1819, Thelwall was stimulated to briefly return to the political stage because he had 
purchased the journal, The Champion. In this journal he published some of his poems and 
much of his earlier political works, but in 1821 the journal died. Also in 1819 he remarried 
at the age of 55 since Susan, his first wife, had died in 1816. It must be noted Susan 
Thelwall was his "good angel" and helped him tremendously during his long imprisonment. 
He had four children by Susan and one by his later wife, Cecil Boyle; who ended up being 
his biographer. John Thelwall died at Bath (seeking the waters?), February 17, 1834 at the 
good age of seventy. He is reported to have maintained his good humor though still feisty 
until the end. There is a very scholarly work done on Thelwall published in 1969 by E.P. 
Thompson which I have yet to obtain so that the last word can not have been written about 
him for our journal. 

Richard Bartlett, CTCC 104 

Younger John Thelwall Bust of older John Thelwall 
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CTCC Meeting Friday August 13, 1999 
At the American Numismatic Association's 

World's Fair of Money in Chicago 

Members present were: Jerry Bobbe, Sharon Bobbe, Paul Bosco, Phil Flanagan, Scott Loos, Bill 
McKivor, Lee Quast, Tom Sheehan, Pete Smith, Joel Spingam, Tnn Wahl, Jon Warshawsky, John 
Weibel, Dean Welch, Harold Welch, Howard Wheeler, Charles White (non-member) 

Meeting called to order approximately 8:35 pm 

Introduction of members 

Sharon Bobbe suggests notes of the meeting be taken, and thus volunteers. 

Financial report by Joel Spingam, Treasurer; to be published in next CTCC Journal 

Harold begins discussion regarding election of Officers of the Club. 
Presidential duties include membership matters, mediating disputes 
Editor - CTCC Journal 
V.P./Treasurer-Advertising, Checking Account, Receiving funds 

Length of Term - 2 years is suggested 

In next issue of the CTCC Journal, Club will ask for volunteers or nominations prior to 11/25/99 
( deadline for December CTCC Journal). Term of office will begin 1/1/2000. 

Jerry Bobbe poses the question: Can dealers be officers? He has seen at least one club suffer due to 
conflict of interest. 
Harold Welch feels every individual has the right to run. Each member will weigh the issue and vote 
according to their own opinion. 
Bill McKivor thinks most dealers are known to collectors in the club but prefers a member rather than a 
dealer for club officers. 
Dean Welch suggests a by-law regarding removal from office by membership if officer is acting 
inappropriately. · 

A by-laws committee is suggested to confront these issues. Bill McKivor has seen clubs "by-lawed to 
death" and suggests keeping it as simple as possible. 

Harold feels like a self-appointed president and thus uncomfortable. He feels Joel Spingam, as the other 
club officer, has seniority for the position. 
Bill McKivor makes a motion to appoint Harold as President Pro-Tem until election of officers. 
The motion is seconded. Harold is elected President Pro-Tem. 

Phil Flanagan would like to see more than three officers on the Board. Phil suggests splitting V.P. and 
Treasurer and adding Secretary for a total of five members. 
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Jerry Bobbe suggests more effort be put toward getting an international member on the Board so 
feelings of exclusion are eliminated. A United Kingdom representative seems most logical as more 
international members live there. A discussion arises regarding the logistics certain positions, such as 
Treasurer, pose. Editorship in the U.K. would be more costly as most members live in the U.S. A UK. 
President is unlikely to attend regular meetings. 
Having two V.P.s, a Vice-President, U.S. and a Vice-President, International, is suggested. Bill 
McK.ivor moves; Dean Welch seconds. Motion passed. Again, the subject of a dealer as an officer is 
brought up with no objections. 

Jim Wahl asks for a review of dateline regarding election of officers: Next issue of the CTCC 
Journal will outline the plan for election of officers. 

In the financial report, Joel mentioned a bill for an Attorney of approximately $500. An attorney 
was consulted regarding incorporation and tax-exempt status of the club. The incorporation fee in the 
state of Minnesota is $50-$60. 

Do we need to incorporate? At this point, should the club be found liable for monetary damages in a 
legal matter, over and above the amount currently in the CTCC bank account, the membership would 
be responsible financially. This makes clear the need to incorporate. 

The club must request the form, and update corporate status annually. This seems a duty of the Club 
Secretary. However, Pete Smith, a board member of a Minnesota numismatic club, points out that the 
request must come from and be sent to an agent within the state (Minnesota). Pete adds that corporate 
status is a fairly easy thing, tax-exempt status is a ''headache." Bill McKivor and Scott Loos agree! 

Paul Bosco, whose wife works for the IRS, alleviates concerns that the IRS },ecomes more inquisitive 
about organizations when bank accounts top the $10,000 level. 

Before an organization may file for tax-exempt status, they must have by-laws. A request for volunteers 
is made for the By-Laws Committee: Phil Flanagan, Pete Smith, Jim Wahl, Dean Welch. Harold 
reminds committee to ''Keep it Simple." 

Memorial to Wayne Anderson 
Harold thanks all members of the Club for their tremendous response to his request for cards to Linda 
Anderson. Many came addressed to Linda Anderson CTCC # 1. Harold brought a tape recorder and 
asks for remembrances. Responses from attending members will be printed in the next CTCC Journal. 

Silver Medals; 50 were issued and 18 have been sold. The price is $25. 

$100 was spent by the club for a copy of R.C. Bell's elusive Specious Tokens for the library. 

Meeting is adjourned at approximately 9:35 pm. 
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From the Mail Coach ... 

Dear Harold 

I have belatedly caught up with the June issue of che journal and your leccer of 9 July advising che sad death of Wayne 
Anderson. Although I never had che pleasure of meeting Wayne in person1 we calked several times on che phone over che 
years and I was pleased co learn chat he had acquired, through agents, many of the choicer pieces from collections I have 
been fortunate enough co catalogue for auction here in England in the past - Jan, Gerson, Bell and ochers. His knowledge, 
his keen eye for a nice token and his appreciation of che context of Conder tokens in a wider historical sense will certainly 
be much missed. 

Several articles in che June journal merit further comment. I was particularly interested in Jerry and Sharon Bobbe's 
remarks on the Sawbridgeworch pennies, and graceful co chem for pointing out my error in accribucing che D&H plate 
coin (their no.4) co Hamer's ownership in the footnote co Jan Joe 96. One of chose unfortunate mistakes easily made when 
cataloguing in a hurry! 

Subsequent to the Jan sale I did a lot of research into the Sawbridgeworth penny which has never seen che light of day. 
Spurred on by Jerry and Sharon's efforts, I'll unearth, revise and send ic to you in a publishable form for a possible future 
issue of che journal 

Michael Grogan, in his article on 1796 correspondence in che Gentleman's Magazine, asks who was R.Y.? The answer is, 
almost certainly, che collector Revd. William Robert Hay (1761-1839); an excellent article on chis very subject, by CTCC 
member David Dykes, en tided 'Who was R.Y.? Searching for an Identity', was published in the British Numismatic journal 
for 1997, pp.115-122. Perhaps David has already been in couch wich you about chis. I was fortunate enough co own Hay's 
grangerized set of Virtuoso's Companion in the early 1970s, bought in a miscellaneous Sotheby sale; the following lot in the 
same sale, Hamer's own copy of D&H, escaped me by one bid and I've always regretted it ever since! 

On the topic of your preliminary inventory of original copies of Davis' Nineteenth Century Token Coinage, I can offer the 
following additions: 

Copy no. 60. In the Department of Coins and Medals, British Museum; the lower tide page bears the Museum's 
acquisition datestamp, 25 March 1904. 

Copy no. 121. In the library of the British Numismatic Society, London (presented by Davis to the Society in 
November 1904). The volume has been rebound in brown morocco. 

Kind regards 

Yours sincerely 

~ 
Pet~rley 
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Joel Spingarn 
POB 782, 

onder Token 

Georgetown, CT.,06829 
E-mail>spin@gateway.net 

P or F 203-544-8194 

CTCC REPORT OF REPORT OF RECEIPTS & DISBURSMENTS 7/1/98 -6/30/99 

RECEIPTS 
Membership dues paid. 
Advertising 
Donations 
Sale of Journals 
Sale of Medals 
Account interest 

Total receipts 
DISBURSMENTS 

Advertising 
Convention(EAC) 
Printing 
Supplies 
CTCC tokens 
Legal 
Library 
Postage 
Davisson(exchange) 

Total disbursments 

EXCESS RECEIPTS OVER DISBURSMENTS 

CHECK BOOK BALANCE 7/1/98 

CHECK BOOK BALANCE 6/30/99 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 
Joel Spingarn V.P. & Treas. 

5700.00 
2687.50 

175.00 
22.00 
75.00 
14.88 

8674.38 

30.00 
82.50 

2662.51 
215.13 
155.35 
497.70 
154.00 

-1832.71 
114.00 

5743.90 

2930.48 

3808.86 

6739.34 
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THE TOKEN EXCHANGE AND MART 
OUR RULES: CTCC members, in good standing, are cordially invited to dispatch their articles and 
advertisements to the CTCC editor for publication in the JOURNAL. Articles are always needed and 
appreciated. Articles do not have to be camera ready, but I appreciate it when they are. Articles are always 
published free of charge for the benefit of the membership. Advertisements are needed and appreciated just 
as much. Ads up to twelve lines are FREE! Full page ads are $75.00, one half page ads are $37.50. Ads 
larger than the free twelve lines must be camera ready. All paid ads must be paid for when submitted; 
thus, eliminating the possibility of confusion, and the need for costly, unnecessary, and time consuming 
billings and follow up. The Club operation a cash basis. Ads submitted without full payment will not be 
accepted or published. The content of ads and articles shall be limited to "Conder" tokens, and related 
numismatic literature, coins, tokens, and collectibles. Ads or articles may be either accepted or rejected at 
the discretion of the editor, Only members can participate in the journal or other Club activities. The Club 
rules are designed to be simple and few, please comply with them. The deadline for the December 15th, 
1999 issue is November 25, 1999. Journals are issued quarterly. Your articles and ads must. be sent to the 
editor and publisher: Harold Welch, 655 Parkwood Circle, St. Paul, MN 55127, E-mail: 
tokenmann@aol.com. The only requirement for membership is the payment of an annual membership fee of 
$25 US or Jl16 sterling. You will be billed again after you have received four issues of the journal. The 
"Conder" Token Collector's Club reserves the right to accept or reject (without explanation) any application 
for membership. The "Conder" Token Collector's Club, and/or it's president, reserves the right to revise 
these rules at any time. ANNUAL DUES ARE $25 US OR 116. 

NOTICE: The "Conder" Token Collector's Club, publisher of The "Conder" Token Collector's Journal, 
assumes no responsibility or liability for advertisements or articles published in the journal. No party shall 
have recourse against the "Conder" Token Collector's Club, or it's officers, officials or appointees for any 
reason associated with the publication of it's journal. All transactions arising from or relating to 
advertisements in The "Conder" Token Collector's Club Journal are strictly between the parties to the 
transaction. Complaints concerning advertisers or respondents should be directed to the president of the 
"Conder" Token Collector's Club. Valid complaints can result in termination of membership, termination 
of advertising privileges, or both. 

DIRECTORY OF "CTCC" OFFICERS & APPOINTEES: 

President Pro-Tern, Editor, Librarian 
Harold Welch 
655 Parkwood Circle 
St. Paul, MN 55127 
Phone 651-429-0997 
e-mail tokenmann@aol.com 

Joel Spingarn, VP & Treasurer 
PO Box 782 Georgetown, CT 06829 
Phone & Fax 203-544-8194 

David S. Brooke, Historian 
767 N Hoosac Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
Phone 413-458-8636 
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For submission of articles, letters, advertising copy and 
ad payments. For all business, letters, inquiries, suggestions, 
complaints, etc. Library requests. 

For payment of dues and donations, 
Dues are $25 per year,journals are always 
sent to you via first class mail. 

James & Wilfred Wahl 
Mail Preparation & Distribution 



Free Advertisements 
These Ads, 12 lines or less, are free for "CTCC" members. Send yours to: 

Harold Welcli, 655 Parkwood Circle, St. Paul, MN 55127 - E-mail: t~kenmann@aol.com 

****************************************************************************** 
JERRY & SHARON BOBBE, CTCC #4 & #S 

We have been enthusiastically pursuing "Conders" for over 25 years. Our price list, The Token 
Examiner, was born of a passion for this exciting series, and a desire to share it with others. As 
collectors, we appreciate fine service, so we're not happy until you are. We'll do our best to fulfill 
your collecting needs. Our specialties are choice quality, rarities, and die-states, but our Token 
Examiner offers pieces Circ. - Gem for only $12 and up. If you haven't received your free copy of 
The Token Examiner, call or write us today. We buy singles, groups or entire collections (i.e., 
Eklund, Blaisdell), and pay the strongest prices for choice quality and rarities. If you have tokens 
to sell, your consideration would be greatly appreciated. 

The Token Examiner PO Box 25817 Portland, Oregon 97298 503-626-1075 

****************************************************************************** 

CLIFF'S "CONDER" CHEST 
CLIFFORD C. FELLAGE, CTCC #165 

PO Box 911, Farmington, Ct 06034-0911. Phone: (860) 676-0023 I Fax (860) 676-0853. 
Send for my free periodic price lists, with tokens from Very Good to Superb Red Proof. 

Visa, Mastercard, and Discover I Novus I Bravo accepted for your ordering convenience. 

FREE PRICE LIST WITH A LARGE SELECTION OF CHOICE TOKENS 
NET: http://www.sitel.com/cliffs. -

****************************************************************************** 

Simon Cordova (CTCC #30) 
Dealer in 17th, 18th, and 19th Century British Tokens 

http://members.aol.com/sicordova/tokens.html 

If you aren't on the net, then write,fax, or phonefor afree inventory printout. 
Please state your collecting interests. 

P.O. Box 2229, Kihei, Hawaii 96753-2229 
(808) 891-2846 Fax: (808) 891-2365 sicordova@aoLcom 

****************************************************************************** 

Help!!! 
For my research, I am looking for several back issues of John Drury numismatic literature 
catalogues. I would be interested in purchasing or otherwise, if it would be possible, to 
briefly borrow them. I would, of course, pay all postal expenses. I need: 
Issues #3, #5, #6, #8, #10, #12, #15, #20, #24, #28, #31, and any others above #31 that were 
numismatic (except #32, #33 and #46). Can you help? 

HAROLDWELCH 655PARKWOODCIRCLE, ST.PAUL,MN 55127 USA 
PHONE (651) 429-0997 E-MAIL: TOKENMANN@AOL.COM 

****************************************************************************** 
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******************************************************************** 
BILL McKIVOR'S COPPER CORNER 

Fixed price lists about 4-5 times a year, with something for everyone. SEPTEMBER ISSUE OUT 
NOW!!! I specialize in nice quality tokens, no matter the grade or price range. Your satisfaction is 
ALWAYS guarenteed. NICE TOKENS- FAST SERVICE- AND ALWAYS WITH A SMILE! 

The only thing missing is YOU - write, call or e-mail today for your copy. 
BILL McKIVOR CTCC #3 PO BOX 46135, SEATTLE, WA 98126 (206) 244-8345 EVENINGS. 
See large ad in this issue. E-MAIL BMcKivor@juno.com 

************************************************************************************** 
CHARLES KIRTLEY 

CONDER TOKENS, COLONIAL COINS, HARD TIMES TOKENS, AND ALL SORTS OF 
INTERESTING MATERIAL APPEAR IN MY ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY MAIL BID SALES. 
WRITE OR CALL FOR A FREE COPY OF THE NEXT ISSUE. CHARLES E. KIRTLEY, 
CTCC#l25, P.O. BOX 2273C, ELIZABETH CITY, NC 27906-2273. PHONE: 252-335-1262. FAX: 
252-335-4441. E-MAIL: ckirtley@coastalnet.com 

************************************************************************************** 

ED HAZENBERG, CTCC #80, POB 191, ADA, MI 49301 
NEW SELECTIONS FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION 

1. Middlesex-651, Proof-64+. Mostly Br. with nice even red coming out. Includes Wayte 
Raymond flip asking $1.00. You won't be disappointed. $80.00 

2. Middlesex-923, MS-64. Medium brown and well struck. Nice piece. $65.00 
3. Somerset-115, MS-63+. Even R&B piece 75% red. The design of the rev. with Bladud and 

his swine is great. Hard to improve on this piece. $48.00 
4. Wark's-175, MS-64. Choe. Br. with a darker light stain on obv. and well struck, every brick 

and column on the church stands out. Pleasing. $65.00 
5. Mid.-372 type, Somers-111, Anguss-10, 1st. Ch. unc. with great P/L fields but with a filed 

edge. Last two VF with the Somers having porous surfaces and the Anguss with a few dings. 
Not as bad as they sound. Three pcs .. $30.00 

WANTED: Warw.-37 in VF and up. Send offer with condition, description and Rev#. 

******************************************************************************** 
WANTED: CATS IN SAUDI ARABIA!! 

I am collecting the Spence cat tokens and would like XF or better specimens of the following tokens: 

ESSEX DUNMOW 27 
NORTHUMBERLAND 7 
WILTSHIRE SALISBURY 18 

MIDDLESEX 331, 680, 751, 802, 850, 1001, 1091 
SUSSEX HORSHAM 33 
WORCESTERSHIRE KIDDERMINSTER 31 

Please send e-mails with details on any of the above to me at: 
doftonpj@hotmail.com or fax to 966-3-673-3815 attention Paul Dofton. 

Paul Dofton c/o Saudi Aramco, PO Box 1851, Ras Tanura 31311, Saudi Arabia 
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Rod Burress, CTCC #109, 9743 Leacrest, Cincinnati, OH 45215 

Write for price list of copper collectors supplies: 
Heavy duty 2x2 envelopes, cotton liners, good quality boxes. 

cleaners. brushes. magnifying glasses, etc. 
I also have some •conder• tokens for sale! 

Phone 513-771-0696 
*************~~****~~~**~~******'''*''**************************** 

Send for my sale or trade list of duplicate British tokens and my token want list. 
I like Spence tokens! 

I want Berkshire 19th Century silver 40 shillings token (Davis #2). 

James C. Case, CTCC #21, 10189 Crane R.oad, Lindley. NY 14858-9719 
**************************************************************************** 

FREE TO ALL CLUB MEMBERS 

TOKEN LIST: An interesting assortment of high quality Eighteenth Century Tokens. 

R.A.R.E MAPS: Seventeenth to Nineteenth Century. 

The only source for Custom Made Mahogany coin/ token cabinets. 
Hand produced by Peter Nichols in England. Full color brochure and price list available. 

You will not believe how a Mahogany tray can show off copper. Still very affordable! 

DA VE MCDONALD. PO BOX 2150, WESTMINSTER, MD 21158 
Toll free 888-876-6226 (evenings) DBMCD@ER.OLS.COM 

*****************''******************************************'''********* 
Looking foe UNC. SPECIMEN OF YORKSHIRE D & H 65 (York Catbedral I Talbot. 
Allum. & Lee Mule). Also UNC. ·SPENCE TOJCENS• by type - loolcing foe one of each 

die be used. Would appreciate receiviag lists from aaybod.y baviag these foe sale. 

David L. Palmer CTCC #107 
1080A Long Island Ave. 

Deer Park, NY 11729 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

164 PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 
The latest edition of our catalogue of numismatic items for sale (that has been issued 
regularly for 32 years) is now ready. It includes thousands of British tokens as well as 
commemorative medals and coins from all over the world. The catalogue is free on re
quest, but please include $2 to cover airmail postage when applying to the address below 

(with apologies for its un-American length). 

WHITMORE. CTCC #264 TEYNBAM LODGE CHASE Rd. Colwall 
MALVER.N Worcs. WR.13 6DT ENGLAND 

*****************************************'''****************************** 

WANTED TO COMPLETE MY SET 

THE CONDER TOKEN COLLECTOR'S JOURNAL 
Vol.3 No.1 March 1998 Consecutive Issue No. 7 

Andrew T Macmillan 
20 Garscube Terrace Edinburgh 

EH12 6BQ Scotland 
UK Telephone 0131-337 5575 
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********************************************************** 
Paul J. Bosco, CTCC #102 

When in NYC, visit my "coin" store. Perhaps 1000 "Conders" (500 different?) in stock. 
I still have by far the largest world token stock anywhere. No lists at present. 

Mon. - Sat. llish to 6 (but it is wise to call first). 
1050 Second Avenue, Store 89, New York, NY 10022 

212 / PJ8-COIN 

****************************************************************************** 

TONY FEIN - PROFESSIONAL NUMISMATIST 
Fixed Price Lists 11 - 12 times a year. 

My latest list of numismatic items for sale is now ready. 
It includes thousands of items, "Conder" Tokens, World Tokens and Medals, 

Medieval coins, Hammered coinage and Ancients. 
I AM ALSO BUYING ALL BETTER MATERIAL! 

Please call or write, or ship with your price,, for my generous offer. 
It will be worthwhile! 

TONY FEIN CTCC #278 PO BOX 17672 CLEARWATER, FL 33762-0672 
PHONE/FAX 727-536-7475 3:00 PM - 9:00 PM EST 

****************************************************************************** 

PHIL FLANAGAN, CTCC #9 

YES, EVERYONE HAS TOKENS FROM THE NOBLE COLLECTION, BUT IF YOU 
DON'T, OR YOU WANT MORE - BE SURE THAT YOU RECEIVE MY NEXT LIST. 

CALL 1-800-613-8731 

OR WRITE TO: 
PHIL FLANAGAN, PO BOX 1288, COUPEVILLE, WA 98239 

****************************************************************************** 

Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Tokens 
Send for your free list! 

Richard Gladdle 
9 Cork Street, London WlX lPD United Kingdom 

Telephone 0044 1327 858511 Fax 0044 1327 858511 

****************************************************************************** 

Serious collector buying 18th & 19th century world copper and bronze tokens 
and coins (all countries wanted except U.S.). Doug Lightner djlightner@aol.com 

************************** 
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A.H.BALDWIN & SONS LTD. 
Gslabh'shecl U72 

11 Adelphi Terrace, London WC2N 6BJ, United Kingdom 
Dealers in Coins, Medals & Tokens 

A wide range of Eighteenth Century Tokens in stock -
please send your "Wants Lists" to: 

Tim Millett 
Tel: 00 44 171 930 6879 Fax: 00 44 171 930 9450 

Richard Gladdle 
9 Cork Street, London WIX lPD 

UK 

For a free list of over 1000 18th and 19th Century tokens, please contact 
me at the above address or following numbers: 

Telephone 0044 1327 858511 Fax 0044 1327 858511 
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"CONDER" Tokens 
19TH CENTURY TOKENS 

Bill McKivor CTCC #3 
EVASION TOKENS 

BILL McKIVOR'S COPPER CORNER - Truly "Something for Everyone" - Specializing in 
"Conder" tokens, English Evasion tokens - the only dealer listing them by Atkins and Cobwright 
numbers with regularity - (and your source for the "Evasion" book by Cobwright - only a few 
copies left) as well as medals, bank tokens, and items of historical interest. Lots of satisfied 
customers - - with you satisfaction guaranteed as well. Lists sent four or five times a year. 

NEW LIST OUT NOW!! 

The recent ANA in Chicago was a lot of fun - saw many of you for the second time, and many for 
the first time. A WHOLE WEEK of token talk. Bought many fine tokens, made a few friends. 
Try to go next year in Philadelphia if you can - it's a great vacation and a chance to meet fellow 
club members. 

MISSING- YOU -- FOR MY MAILING LIST. CALL, WRITE, E-MAIL TODAY!!! 

MANY FINE AND RARE TOKENS CAN BE FOUND ON MY LISTS - IF YOU ARE NOT 
CURRENTLY RECEIVING IT, PLEASE ORDER YOUR FREE COPY TODAY. 

SERVICE WITH A SMILE AS ALWAYS AT: 
BILL McKIVOR'S COPPER CORNER- - P.O. BOX 46135, SEATTLE, WA 98126 

(206) 244-8345 evenings after 6:30 E-MAIL BMcKIVOR@juno.com 

!)our J,aU ~age ~b J,ere! 

Just $37.50! 



BRITISH TRADE TOKENS 

Suffolk, Ipswich 

] Conder Penny 1795. DH 10 

Reverse: View of 

Wolsey Gate 

· Warwickshire, Birmingham 

Penny, 1798 

Reverse: Presentation of colours to the 

Birmingham Association 4 June 1798 

WE STOCK 

An interesting selection of high quality 

18th century tokens for sale, and feature 

a regular varied list in our monthly 

bulletin, The Nwnismatic Circular 

(ten issues per year, 

annual subscription US$60). 

In addition, we frequently feature 

tokens in our auction catalogues 

(annual subscription US$70). 

For further information please contact 
ANTONY WILSON, DIRECTOR OF NUMISMATICS 

SPINK 
AMERICA 

on 1-212-546-1056 

SPINK 
5 KING STREET, ST JAMES'S, LONDON SWIY 6QS.TEL: 0171-930 7888. FAX: 0171-839 4853. INTERNET: http://spinkandson.co.uk 

British Pictures • Jewellery • Oriental, Asian and Isla111ic Art • Textiles • Medals • Coins • Bullion • Banknotes 

SPINK AMERICA, 55 EAST 59TH STREET, 4TH FLOOR, NEW YORK, NYI 0022.TEL: 212-546 I 056. FAX: 212-750 5874 



AUCTION TWELVE 
November 1999 

Over 100 better 13th Century trade tokens (Dalton & Hamer) 
Selected 19th century tokens 

Along with other major coins including Greek, Roman 
A major collection of British Celtic coins 

Hammered and milled coins of Great Britain 
Selected world coins 

Numismatic references 

Our carefully written sales catalogs feature high quality photography, detailed descriptions, interesting 
and carefully graded material and our commitment to customer satisfaction. 

If you are not currently on our active mailing list, ask for a free copy. 

IMPORTANT REFERENCES (All postpaid in the United States) 
(Check, money order, Mastercard or VISA) 

Dalton & Hamer, The Provincial Token Coinage of the 18'h Century; 1910-1918. Updated, 1990, 1996. 
Fully illustrated in text, rarity guide, 600+ pages, index. 
• High-quality library blue buckram. $150. 
• Full leather, limited edition of 14 signed and numbered copies, gold lettering. $275. 

Davisson, A Brief Introduction to 18/h Century Tokens. Detailed notes on the series, including material 
added to D&H for the 1996 edition. $6. 

Withers, Paul and Bente, British Copper Tokens, 1811-1820, The Tokens of England, Wales, Scotland and 
Ireland including the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man. $135 

NQQk ~ Catalogs 
Sale 58. 18th and early 19th century Tokens of Great Britain. July 7 and 8, 1998. 1992 lots, the largest and 
most important sale ever held of "Conder" tokens. With official prices realized. $60 (very few left). 
•Hardbound copy (ouilast available copy and probably the only one available anywhere) $150. 

Sale 61. British Tickets and Passes, World Tokens; 17th Century Tokens; 19th Century Unofficial Farthings 
and Numismatists Private Tokens. August 3rd and 4th, 1999. This catalog is destined to become the 
standard reference for these important areas of British and world numismatics. With prices realized 
(when they arrive). $40. 

• I EAC 3299. A.N.A., A.N.S., Royal .N.S., British N.S., C.T.C.C. 6 

Allan and Marnie Davisson 

C/Jav~~OILS 
Ltd. 

Cold Spring, MN 56320-9623 
320-685-3835 • 24 hr FAX 320-685-8636 

email: DAVCOIN@AOL.COM 
....llll 
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